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CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the essentials of your toughest classes. Get a firm grip on

core concepts and key material, and test your newfound knowledge with review questions. From

planes, points, and postulates to squares, spheres, and slopes&#160;&#8212;&#160;and

everything in between&#160;&#8212;&#160;CliffsQuickReview Geometry can help you make sense

of it all. This guide introduces each topic, defines key terms, and walks you through each sample

problem step-by-step. Begin with a review of fundamental ideas such as theorems, angles, and

intersecting lines. In no time, you'll be ready to work on other concepts such asTriangles and

polygons: Classifying and identifying; features and properties; the Triangle Inequality Theorem; the

Midpoint Theorem; and morePerimeter and area: Parallelograms, trapezoids, regular polygons,

circlesSimilarity: Ratio and proportion; properties of proportions; similar trianglesRight

trianglesCircles: Central angles and arcs; inscribed angles; chords, secants, tangents; arc length,

sectorsGeometric solids and coordinate geometry CliffsQuickReview Geometry acts as a

supplement to your textbook and to classroom lectures. Use this reference in any way that fits your

personal style for study and review &#8212; you decide what works best with your needs. Here are

just a few ways you can search for topics:Use the free Pocket Guide full of essential informationGet

a glimpse of what you&#8217;ll gain from a chapter by reading through the Chapter Check-In at the

beginning of each chapterUse the Chapter Checkout at the end of each chapter to gauge your

grasp of the important information you need to knowTest your knowledge more completely in the

Cqr Review and look for additional sources of information in the Cqr Resource CenterUse the

glossary to find key terms fast. With titles available for all the most popular high school
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CliffsQuickReview&#153; We take great notes&#151;and make learning a snap When it comes to

pinpointing the stuff you really need to know, nobody does it better than CliffsNotes. This fast,

effective tutorial helps you master core geometry concepts&#151;from perimeter, area, and

similarity to parallel lines, geometric solids, and coordinate geometry&#151;and get the best

possible grade. At CliffsNotes, we&#39;re dedicated to helping you do your best, no matter how

challenging the subject. Our authors are veteran teachers and talented writers who know how to cut

to the chase&#151;and zero in on the essential information you need to succeed. Study smarter @

cliffsnotes.com Free CliffsNote-A-Day&#153; tips Free test-taking tips and tricks Free test samples

and schedules Free info on other test resources Plus hundreds of downloadable Cliffs titles 24

hours a day Make the grade with CliffsQuickReviews CliffsQuickReviews are available for more

than 30 introductory level courses. See inside for a complete listing of these and other bestselling

Cliffs titles.

ED KOHN was an outstanding educator and author, with over 33 years&#8217; experience

teaching mathematics.

My son is taking geometry in ninth grade, having already done Algebra one and two. We purchased

this guide as a companion to his textbook. This will not teach you the whole of geometry as that is

not its intent. Rather it is a cliffs notes reference guide that will help to explain concepts with

examples. We find it very helpful in reinforcing and clarifying what my son learned in class. There

are not practice problems to do, there is a separate book for that.

in industrial manufacturing and emerging technologies AA degree plan, i am constantly building

things and needed refresher books to help.i recommend this book for the geometry, but do

remember that without basic math skills this book may be a bit harder to work through

Bought this and "Lets Review Geometry". My son used Let's Review Geometry more, so I would

recommend that book over Cliffs. Although Cliff's is still good.



Thus book quickly and effectively covers all of the geometry essentials, even proving some of the

more important theorems. Thanks

Good to have and keep.

A great review book, full of content yet concise, also good as a textbook it you have never seen this

stuff before.There is a lot more to Geometry here than I learned in 4th grade.

Excellent Product for an item hard to find in my living area. Helped so much with instruction. Broken

down with simple instruction so that it can be easily followed.

I bought this book to prepare for taking this class. It is very educational and precise. You will like it
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